HEART OF MY HEART
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AND EVERYONE ELSE THINKS IS IMPORTANT

THE LUCKIEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD ARE DOING SOMETHING THAT THEY THINK IS IMPORTANT

AND EVERYONE ELSE THINKS IS IMPORTANT
THAT’S
YOU ALL !!!
YOU ARE ALL AMAZING PEOPLE!
POST WORLD WAR II
FOUR
AMAZING EVENTS...
AMAZING EVENTS

SUB-ATOMIC INQUIRY

INTER-PLANETARY TRAVEL

AID TO THE VANQUISHED

SOCIETIES CARING FOR OTHERS
UNIMAGINABLY SMALL

SPLITTING THE ATOM
UNIMAGINABLY LARGE

SPACE TRAVEL
TRUMAN ASKS $17 BILLION TO RESTORE EUROPE; MARSHALL SAYS PEACE MUST AWAIT RECOVERY; CONGRESS VOTES STOP-GAP AID, LATER ADJOURNS

World News Summarized

Program High on Agenda For Session Opening Jan. 6

WASHINGTON, Dec. 15 (AP) - President Truman's program for the first session of Congress is high on the agenda. World News Summarized.
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UNIMAGINABLY CARING

THE MENDED HEARTS
WHAT IS THE MENDED HEARTS?
WHO ARE THE MENDED HEARTS?

PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE
You don’t need money to help others, you need a heart to help others.
AND A
IS EVEN MORE POWERFUL.
What Is Empathy?
How Does It Differ From Sympathy?
SYMPATHY

EMPATHY
Nothing teaches us better than our own experiences!
EMPATHY
SENSITIVITY TO ANOTHER PERSON’S FEELINGS
FEELING WITH THE
OF ANOTHER
IN A GENTLE WAY, YOU CAN SHAKE THE WORLD.

-Mahatma Gandhi
WE CAN’T HELP EVERYONE

BUT EVERYONE CAN HELP SOMEONE
LIFE SAVING
AND
LIFE GIVING
IT’S GREAT TO BE ALIVE

AND... TO HELP OTHERS
The best feeling of \textbf{HAPPINESS} is when you're happy because you've made somebody else happy.
WHEN WE GIVE JOY TO OTHERS
WE EXPERIENCE TRUE JOY OURSELVES
The Pursuit of Happiness
IF YOU WANT TO BE HAPPY FOR ......
HAPPY FOR AN HOUR

TAKE A NAP
HAPPY FOR A DAY

GO FISHING
HAPPY FOR A YEAR

INHERIT LOTS OF MONEY
HAPPY FOR YOUR WHOLE LIFE

HELP OTHERS
OSCEOLA
PROUD OF OUR HISTORY. READY FOR THE FUTURE.
BIRTH OF MENDED HEARTS

KIETH OTTO
ALFRED SANTAMASSIO
DORIS SILLIMAN
ELIZABETH WILKINSON

1951
4 Elements of Empathy

See their world

Appreciate them as human beings

Communicate understanding

Understand feelings

No judgement

CC Michael Sahota 2012
THE POWER OF EMPATHY
Empathy is... seeing with the eyes of another, listening with the ears of another, and feeling with the heart of another.
“PRO-SOCIAL EFFORT/SPENDING AND WELL BEING”

AKNIN JP:
JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
APRIL 2013
YOUR NAME ON A BALLOON
500 Mended Hearts

500 Hedge Fund Investors
Empathy is patiently and sincerely seeing the world through the other person's eyes. It is not learned in school; it is cultivated over a lifetime.

— Albert Einstein —
"It's Great to be Alive and to Help Others"
LAUGH AND THE WORLD LAUGHS WITH YOU

WEEP AND YOU WEEP ALONE

SING AND THE HILLS WILL ANSWER

SIGH AND IT’S LOST ON THE AIR

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX
“Heart Of My Heart”

I love that melody

“Heart Of My Heart”

Brings back those memories
When we were kids
On the corner of the street
We were rough n’ ready guys
But oh, how we could HARMONIZE
“Heart Of My Heart"
Meant friends were
dearer then
Too bad we had to part
I know a tear would glisten
If once more I could listen
To that gang that sang
“Heart Of My Heart”!

Come on now, let’s everybody sing!
“Heart Of My Heart”
I love that melody
“Heart Of My Heart”
Brings back those memories
When we were kids
On the corner of the street
We were rough n’ ready guys
But oh, how we could
HARMONIZE
“Heart Of My Heart”
Meant friends were dearer then
too bad we had to part
I know a tear would glisten
If once more I could listen
To that gang that sang
“Heart Of My Heart”!
To that gang
that sang
“Heart Of My Heart”!
...of my HEART!